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Model Men Jun 02 2020 Whether a hundred times life size on a billboard or romping through the pages of a glossy magazine in his Calvins, Tommys or Ralphs, the male model is the gold standard for masculine beauty.
The characters in these stories run the gamut, from the billboard-gracing Aiden in Cynthia Hamilton's Big Picture to life models in drawing classes and ordinary guys immortalised in a catalogue shoot in T. Hitman's
When Gary Met Larry. They hook up with artists, photographers, roommates and lovers in locations from New York and Miami to a beach in Australia.
Manhandled Oct 07 2020 This sexually explicit collection of over 30 short stories is bound to enthrall gay men everywhere.
Daddies at Work Oct 26 2019
Daddies Mar 24 2022 This unique collection of erotic stories reveals the sexual and emotional bonds between older and and younger men: from twinks hankering for silver foxes to men with the meat of years on their
bones mentoring spunky lads just coming out. Everything goes in these stories ranging from the sexually playful to hardcore S&M, role-playing and extreme kink. Features work by Doug Harrison, Jeff Mann, Xan Best,
Barry Alexander, Dale Chase, Shaun Levin and more.
Hot Daddies Apr 24 2022 Sizzling stories of attraction between hot young hunks and the older gay men they crave.
Queer Destinies May 02 2020 The first collection of gay male erotic science fiction from one of the most talented new voices in erotic fiction, Gary Bowen.
Beautiful Boys Jun 14 2021 From ruggedly handsome athletes to fresh-faced twentysomethings and ravishing male models, Beautiful Boys is a tribute to the glory of gorgeous gay men. Richard Labonté, master of gay
erotica, has gathered sensational erotic stories that explore the undeniable attraction to classic good looks, charisma, and glamour. From sizzling porn bodies, and sultry neighborhood baristas, to sexy boys next door,
scorching bathhouse tricks, and sublime Mr. Right Nows, it’s all here. "A Litany of Desire" tracks author Dan Cullinane's encounters with beauty, and his subsequent desire over the years. Jamie Freeman’s "Bookended
by Beauty," is the story of three men: a lovelorn narrator and the beautiful lovers (one older and one much younger) who come into his life and find a permanent place there. David Holly's "The Solipsism of Narcissus"
follows a handsome man who learns to marvel at another man's beauty, not just his own. For men looking for those classic, Adonis types, Beautiful Boys is their ticket to fun.
Studs May 26 2022 Rough and surly, smooth and sultry, or quick and raw -- however you like it, you’ll find it in Studs, 20 of the hottest and best-written man-to-man sex stories to appear in print this year. In
"Underground Operator” two men on a nearly empty subway platform indulge in rough, anonymous sex that lets them momentarily forget the stifling summer heat. "Donuts to Demons” finds a self-described "rock-n-roll
artfag” searching for a lover "as patient and gifted and generous as he advertised on Craigslist.”
Nature in the Raw Aug 05 2020 Erotic Stories from FRESHMEN magazine These steamy stories are the best works culled from Freshmen magazine which in its five years of publication has set a new standard for
high-quality erotic works. This first time collection of hot young erotic fiction centers on a common fantasy: The many potential glories of sex under the sun and stars in various corners of the great outdoors.
His Dec 09 2020 An erotica novella with gay, bdsm and contemporary themes by Elizabeth Coldwell. When Sean Bradley gets an invitation to Dante's, the most exclusive gay club in town, he doesn't realise it will
change his life forever. This is no ordinary club, and its world of decadent delights is designed to pair wealthy dominant men with cute young submissives. The club's owner, Dante Capello, is immediately taken with
Sean, and sets about leading him into a world of BDSM pleasures, where he will learn how to receive the strictest of punishments and obey without question. But though Dante is a demanding master, he has a reputation
for keeping his emotional distance from the boys who submit to him and discarding them after a weekend in his servitude. How far is Sean prepared to go to truly become his?
Gay Erotic Stories: Gay Pounding, Gay Kinky Erotic Stories Gay Roommate Apr 12 2021 Gay Erotic Stories: gay fetish erotica Gay Pounding Fetish gay, Gay Kinky Erotic Stories Gay Roommate fetish stories.
Under the Desert Sky Jun 22 2019 A collection of six gay erotic stories with mixed themes including alfresco, contemporary, historical (1920s), group sex, sex on holiday and cross-dressing. Under the Desert Sky by Zee
Kensington Tim has followed his negligent boyfriend out to Nevada's Flaming Fool Festival, hoping to have a "meaningful experience" at the celebration. Instead, he finds friendship - and a whole lot more - with sexy
local boy Randy, who teaches Tim what a real "meaningful experience" is under the desert sky. Lipstick in the Rain by Michael Bracken During a routine traffic stop for a busted taillight, a closeted small-town cop finds
himself frisking a female impersonator dressed as Courtney Love, and it soon becomes evident that the cop has more in mind that just writing a ticket. What the cop doesn't know is that the driver he's pulled over has an
ulterior motive for lifting up his dress and bending over. The Sculpture by Tabitha Raine The Sculpture is the story of artist, Jason, who is carving a bust of a new client Quentin. Jason can't help being utterly turned on
by his stunning subject and breaks his self imposed rule of fraternising with clients. A steamy studio romp ensues and the finished sculpture turns out a little different than the initial brief... Soldiers of the Night by

Landon Dixon The Roaring 20s. War on the noir city streets, gangland-style. But as the lead flew and the booze flowed, there was still time for night moves, man-assault of another kind - sexual combat, gang-bang style.
America was on the gayest, gaudiest spree in its history, and the soldiers of the night were at the forefront of it all. Without Words by Josephine Myles Nick thinks it's worth the risk of getting his head kicked in to find
out if the gorgeous redhead on the building site really is checking him out. Only trouble is, even if he is interested, Nick tends to end up spoiling things with his nervous babbling. This time he's going to have to keep his
mouth shut. It's either that or he'll have to find some other way to occupy it... Honey Do Me by Patrick Myers When Lon discovers a handsome handyman he didn't hire repairing the gutters on his house, he turns the
mix-up to his advantage and invites Handy Andy back later that day. After a dinner he pretends wasn't carefully planned and prepared, Lon learns just how handy Andy really is.
Leathermen Jan 22 2022 Leathermen illuminates the kinky subculture of men who wear leather and the men who crave them. These intelligent, well-crafted, and steamy stories expand readers’ horizons and stretch the
limits of imagination with some of the edgiest erotica being written today. Tales of delectably sordid adventures in sex clubs, back-room bars, and bathhouses, as well as private sex parties and first-time forays into the
world of leather, take readers on a hot and heavy journey through this definitely un-hidebound world.
Manhandled Sep 29 2022 In the spirit of "Flesh and the Word" and the "Friction" series comes a sizzling, original gay erotica collection of more than 30 short stories by some of the most well-known names in the genre.
Beach Bums Sep 17 2021 There’s something so sexy about a beach—and the men who hang around it. Whether it’s on the ocean, a lake, or a New Zealand river, beaches mean water and sunshine and handsome guys
showing off what God or genetics gave them. Pick any beach around the world, and you’re bound to find excellent eye candy. These gorgeous guys are the stuff of gay fantasy—from sleek swimmers to muscular surfers
and boarders to sun-worshipping naturists. Their skins are toned golden brown, and their bodies shimmer with droplets of water. The stories in this collection showcase those Beach Bums. From a Massachusetts winter to
a hot Oregon summer, tropical St. Maarten to Venice’s Muscle Beach, sweethearts and strangers meet for love, seduction and sex to the accompaniment of the crashing surf. A hog ridin' horn dog heads for San
Francisco's Ocean Beach looking for action in Rob Rosen's "Rules is Rules' while a water polo champ turned lifeguard has everyone jumping in his pool in Dominic Santi's "Mix and Match," A sexy silver-haired surfer
intrigues and attracts in the fun "February Fantasy." Younger guys, older guys, beach volleyball players and bodybuilders—they’re all hot and they’re all here. Here’s hoping they inspire your own beach dreams!
Bears Aug 17 2021 Describes how different species of bears develop from cubs to adults.
Beijing Comrades Jul 16 2021 When Handong, a ruthless and wealthy businessman, is introduced to Lan Yu, a nave, working-class architectural studentthe attraction is all consuming.Arrogant and privileged, Handong
is unsettled by this desire, while Lan Yu quietly submits. Despite divergent lives, the two men spend their nights together, establishing a deep connection. When loyalties are tested, Handong is left questioning his
secrets, his choices, and his very identity.Beijing Comrades is the story of a tumultuous love affair set against the sociopolitical unrest of late-eighties China. Due to its depiction of gay sexuality and its critique of the
totalitarian government,itwas originally published anonymously on an underground gay website within mainland China. This riveting and heartbreaking novel, circulated throughout China in 1998, quickly developed a
cult following, and remains a central work of queer literature from the People's Republic of China. This is the first English-language translation of Beijing Comrades.
Explicit Romance Novels Feb 29 2020 ? 55% OFF for Bookstores! NOW at $ 29.97 instead at $ 39.97! ? Get comfortable, dim the lights and let your Imagination Run Wild with these Exciting Gay Stories... Your
Customer Never Stop Reading this Exciting Explicit Romance Novel Book! Are you on the search for new and fresh sex stories that literally expand the realms of possibility as far as what's kink is concerned? If you've
answered YES, keep reading... You've Just Discovered The Richest And Kinkiest Collection Of Raunchy Sex Stories Revolving Around Gangbangs, Lesbian, Taboo, MILFs, Rough Forbidden Adult, Threesomes And
BDSM Which Will Literally Get You Turned On In Ways Very Few Things Can! Literotica is hands off on a class of its own as far as building up sexual tension slowly until you cannot hold it any more. With literotica,
you get to envision everything as you read the story, something which makes it even kinkier because you can put whatever faces you want, whatever body sizes and other cool features that resonate with your kink until it
is just perfect. What's more, you can slow down the story, reread it to replay the images and do all manner of other forms of manipulation to make the story to drive you even crazier! And by virtue that you are reading
this, it is clear that you've probably found porn boring and mundane because everything seems so scripted. And if you are into the unusual, nonconventional erotic stuff that, reading them is probably the best way to
consume the content! Lucky for you, this book offers just that and more! I know you are probably wondering... Are the stories in this book fresh? Are the stories detailed enough to push you over the edge, slowly by
slowly as you build anticipation? Do the stories revolve around different settings and different sexual exploits and fetishes to give you a glimpse or taste of the various kinks out there and possibly get you hooked? Does
the book go all out and in detail, without hiding or sugarcoating anything to ensure you are not left hanging? The answer to all these is a straight YES! Buy it NOW and let your customers Become Addicted to the
Incredible Series of Novels written by Scarlett Collins!
Hard Working Men May 14 2021 Got a big pole that needs planting? Need help getting the heat turned back on? Well, strap on your tool belt and get ready for a rough ride! The hunks of Hard Working Men will do
whatever it takes to get the job done. These sweaty studs, brawny bears, and cocksure construction workers go all out to turn on, tune up, and fulfill every work order. When a man living in wintry seclusion is visited by a
cable repairman in Marvin Richmond’s "Service Call," things start to heat up. William Holden sets loins ablaze when a lonely neighbor gets a house call from a couple of horned-up tree trimmers in "Out on a Limb." In
the world of Hard Working Men, hats aren't the only things that are hard.
Hard Hats Jul 04 2020 Construction workers, plumbers, gardeners or any hard working man with a tool belt have played a part in many gay fantasies. This steamy collection takes readers to the top of a tower block
under construction for a precarious encounter, to the belly of a dark mine and to a construction manager's office for a quicky. In this sexy anthology the hats are not the only thing that's hard!
Studs: Gay Erotic Fiction Jul 28 2022 Rough and surly, smooth and sultry, or quick and raw — however you like it, you’ll find it in Studs, 20 of the hottest and best-written man-to-man sex stories to appear in print this
year. In “Underground Operator” two men on a nearly empty subway platform indulge in rough, anonymous sex that lets them momentarily forget the stifling summer heat. “Donuts to Demons” finds a self-described
“rock-n-roll artfag” searching for a lover “as patient and gifted and generous as he advertised on Craigslist.”
Show-Offs Dec 21 2021 Some men like to watch, and some men like to be watched. Some men are real Show Offs.The universe has a way of balancing things out, doesn’t it? We’re not talking sidewalk cruising here,
that natural inclination for one man to appreciate another man’s body in passing, perhaps leading to full-on sex, perhaps fueling, once he’s alone, a climactic fantasy. No, the stories in this collection are more furtive: the
desired body savored voyeuristically through a window, through a crack in the closet door, through a camera lens, sometimes from right across the room; the body desired flaunting manly wares while bathing in a river,
playing in a bathhouse, wearing a leaving-nothing-to-the-imagination thong. Forget “like”: some men need to be watched; some men need to watch. These are their stories.
Desert Nights Nov 27 2019 "Escape into a world where forbidden love and hidden desires could erupt unexpectedly and against all odds manage to remain burning with an eternal flame. " - The Romance Reviews In the
heat of the desert two men face danger but discover love... Ashmit is poised to fulfil his life-long duty and become the next sheikh of Al Nashan, when his father sends him to the desert on one final mission. He must
rescue English teacher, Russ Edwards, from a group of insurgents who have kidnapped him. The moment Ashmit sets eyes on Russ, feelings awake within him that he has never experienced during his sheltered
upbringing - pure, unadulterated lust. As the days and nights pass in the desert, Ashmit and Russ grow ever-closer, from sharing their deepest secrets to spending a night in an ancient temple adorned with erotic murals.
But for all the pleasure, Ashmit is in turmoil. Not only is he trying to get to grips with his sexuality, but also the prospect of betraying his father, his wife-to-be and the entire nation. Life in the desert is one thing, but

what will happen when they return to the palace? Which will win out: duty or love?
Wild Boys Oct 19 2021 Bestselling editor Richard Labonte presents his latest collection of smart, edgy and smoking hot tales. Bad boys and the men who love them is the subject of this uninhibited set of stories. A onenight stand turns into committed romance; a Daddy subdues a recalcitrant son; a relationship-shy guy is brought to the altar; a wild boy seduces the man who fears him; a bully is called to account; a teacher gives a cocky
student a lesson; and many more exciting tales. Wild Boys is the hottest anthology on the market today.
Cruising Mar 31 2020 Hot flings at a seedy truck stop. Homemade glory holes in the stall walls of a dorm shower. Fun and fornication at an infamous park. Steamy bathhouse trysts and other tales of public eroticism is
what Cruising is all about. As Shane Allison says, "This is the anthology I have dreamed of doing for years. There’s nothing that gets the adrenaline flowing and the muscle throbbing like public sex." Filled with hot
plots and even hotter characters, Cruising doesn't shy away from new erotic territory and includes several true confessions including those of the editor himself. As with all of Allison's sexy compilations, creativity and
diversity of story lines are key along with the fun factor that is the hallmark if Allison's anthologies. "One Hot Baby" by Daniel Curzonperson is a wryly sweet short about an aging straight guy who stops to pee in a park
and gets an unexpected blow job, which lifts his spirits. A fierce black queen enjoys some of "New York’s Phynest" in an "arresting" erotic encounter with a hot Domincan cop in Donald Peebles Jr.'s surprise-filled story
while the narrator of Rob Rosen's "Small Town Blues" gets horny in the sticks, hits on a young Indian immigrant clerk in the jiffy mart and discovers that the hicks are up for group action anytime and anywhere.
Cruising moves at the highest speed and is filled with kink, sex toys, exotic locations, wild scenarios and plenty of sexual intensity.
I Like to Watch Oct 31 2022 The dance between the viewer and the viewed fuels the stories of this collection of erotic fiction exploring the fantasies of watching and being watched. Pierce has assembled a cast of stellar
contributors including Shane Allison, T. Hitman, Jeff Mann, Rob Rosen and more in this collection devoted to spying, teasing, flaunting and showing off to a lover or a stranger. Every exhibitionist needs a voyeur - and
in the intimately charged scenarios of I Like to Watch, the special thrill of getting caught is as much fun as completely shedding one's inhibitions.
Skin & Ink Mar 12 2021 Erotic stories celebrating the edgier side of gay sex
Sick Fancies Jul 24 2019 An erotic short story by G R Richards with contemporary, gay and voyeur themes. When Pip answers an ad reading 'Young Man Wanted for Paid Position', he thinks he knows exactly what he's
getting himself into. He would never have imagined the old recluse Havisham had trained his young heir Esteban to break the hearts of beautiful boys. Does Pip fall so hard for Esteban because of his gorgeous body, his
callous insults, or is it all about the cold, hard cash?
Bears Nov 19 2021 Unlike their namesakes in the wild, the bears in this collection are decidedly sexier. Assembled by noted editor Richard Labonté, these tales take readers on a tantalizing tour of a gay subculture that's
sweet and raunchy — and sometimes both at once. Written by the most popular authors in the field of queer male erotica, these stories showcase bears and bear-lovers exulting in the pleasures of scruffy beards, hairy
chests, burly bodies, and belly-to-belly sex unfettered by social constrictions.
Friction 4 Jun 26 2022 The fourth volume in a series that has rapidly established itself as the leader in gay erotic fiction.
College Boys Aug 24 2019 Is it any wonder that college boys are the stuff of fantasies the world over? These dreamy hunks stride across campus, stirring lust in their wake. Whether toweling off after a swim, lurking in
the library stacks, or engaging in some male bonding at the frat house, these gorgeous undergrads are good for page-turning, arousing action. An explicit collection of gay erotica, College Boys explores the first feelings
of lust for another boy, all-night study sessions with a classmate, and the excitement of a student hot for teacher. This steamy collection relishes the joys of self-discovery and the revelations that happen when a young
man has freedom to pursue his interests?in bed and out. From coming out to falling in love, these stories of sexual awakening will evoke trembling, heart-pounding, sweaty-palmed excitement. Featuring the top erotic
authors Rob Rosen, Simon Sheppard, Neil Plakcy, Christopher Pierce, Rachel Kramer Bussel, and more. With searing male-on-male action and wickedly inventive writing, these stories are more provocative, authentic,
smart, edgy, and hotter than gay erotica published anywhere else.
Hot Gay Erotic Stories: 53 Gay Erotica Sex Stories Feb 08 2021 Huge Collection That Includes 53 Gay Erotica Sex Stories That Will Make You Hard, Hot And Heavy!
Ridden Hard Jan 28 2020 A contemporary erotic novella with gay and bdsm themes by Elizabeth Coldwell Jamie Desmond has lied about his ability to ride to land a film role, and now his lack of horsemanship has
been exposed he's scared he'll be kicked off the set. Luckily, riding instructor Andrej is on hand to give him tuition - but dominant Andrej recognises Jamie's latent need to submit, and his lessons are about to show Jamie
what it means to be ridden hard ...
Skater Boys Dec 29 2019 Two words describe the appeal of skateboarders: barely legal. Skateboarding is not allowed on most public property, so it takes a tough and independent young man to find the best places to
shred. No wonder skaters have become the object of fantasies by gay men: brimming with attitude and sexual confidence, skaters are athletic and quick to shed their shirt. The characters of Skater Boys all have one
additional thing in common — a love of gay sex. Teen shredders get it on with each other in “Slash-n-Burn,” “Carter DuBose,” and “Totally Choice.” Older men get their share of boarder bootie in stories that include “In
This Our Day,” “Sex in the Streets,” and “Shuv-It.” “Something to Remember You By” and “Boyz in the ‘Hood” pack an emotional punch, while "Kick, Push" and "It's Not About Love" are just great fun. Take a ride
with the uninhibited, wild young men of Skater Boys.
10 Explicit Gay Erotic Stories Nov 07 2020 Sizzling short stories collection for mature audiences only!Can you handle the heat of another man?
Friction 6 Aug 29 2022 The best gay erotic fiction from the top gay men's magazines, redesigned with a hot new look.
Teleny, Or, The Reverse of the Medal Jan 10 2021 This homoerotic novel unmasked the cynical double moral standards of the Victorian era: The love of Camille and Teleny is shattered by social reprisals. It was
originally published in 1893 by Leonard Smithers who praised it as being "the most powerful and cleverly written erotic romance which has appeared in the English language." (Adult Fiction)
Friction Sep 05 2020 froll, Gerry (ed) Gathered together for the first time in this new annual anthology are the best gay erotic stories to have appeared in many of the nearly sixty gay men's magazines published in the
US. Stories that will appeal to all tastes - fans of leather, of hairy men, young guys, Latino men, black men, and burly ones. The hottest stories to appear in print - and that's a fact.
Indecent Exposures Feb 20 2022 The thrill of getting caught is a major turn-on. Which is why getting frisky in a forbidden place - outside of one's comfort zone and away from the comforter - can be some of the hottest
sex of all. Compiled by former Men magazine editor Winston Gieseke, Indecent Exposures is a tantalising anthology of erotic tales in which sexually charged couples, casual hookups and nameless strangers get their
rocks off by taking a walk on the wild side.
Sensual Travels Sep 25 2019 Whether traversing desert sands, steamy jungles, or the urban playground: these are the erotic encounters told by men willing to roam. These stories pack a sexual punch, and carry with them
the resonance and character of their locales. The writers in this book got to relish and relive their adventures, revisiting them in their minds as they wrote them down for these stories.
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